Mall coming closer to reality

by Doug Wojcik

The proposed Franklin Street mall through the center of the UWSP academic block took another step closer towards reality Monday, Oct. 21, 1974.

The Stevens Point Common Council approved a contract with the university to convert Franklin, between Isadore and Reserve Streets, into a mall.

Under terms of the 20-year agreement the university will construct, finance and maintain the mall.

The council also decided to delete part of the Fifth Avenue from the city's official street map. Doing so cleared the way for Chileda Institute to build a new building between Clayton and Michigan avenues, just south of the Village Apartments.

Don Heidel of Chileda showed the aldermen plans for the development which will accommodate 36 children at the start.

Heidel said that Chileda, which helps multiply handicapped children, investigated seven other sites but chose this one because it will keep the children among the sites, sounds and realities of the community.

Construction on the building is planned to start in November with occupancy to be by July 1, when Chileda's lease on Steiner Hall expires, said Heidel.

A request from the Newman Center for a lot split so that it can build on the northeast corner of fourth Avenue and Reserve Street was sent back to the Plan Commission.

In order to build, part of a lot has to be bought from the university. This would result in the university being left with an unbuildable lot which is a violation of the city's subdivision ordinance.

The Plan Commission will have to come up with a workable amendment to the ordinance, the council decided.

In other action the council accepted a recommendation from the Board of Public Works to install wheelchair ramps in the university area with the entire cost of the project billed back to the university.

The Common Council meetings, which are open to the public, are held every third Monday of the month at 7:30 p.m. in the board room of the County-City Building.
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Students gain responsibilities with merger

by Kris Moun

The passage of the student responsibilities section of the UW merger, 36.09 (5), represents a major step forward for all UW students.

For the first time in the history of Wisconsin, students are now guaranteed a statutory role in the governance of the state's public universities, said David Jenkins, United Council, in a memo to all student body presidents and student council representatives.

Jenkins also said that along with the guaranteed, and increased authority over several areas of campus life and budgeting, comes new responsibilities.

Students are now subject to the rights and responsibilities of other groups, such as faculty, administrators and Regents. "It is fundamental that we carry out our responsibilities in the spirit of the new collegiality with which the Merger Act is imbued," said Jenkins.

Chancellor Lee Sherman Dreyfus believes that UWSW is a model campus for the merger. The UW school systems have an April 1, 1975 deadline in which to incorporate the merger, but Dreyfus, said "I think we (UWSW) can do it in the next 60 days." It might be easier for other campuses if they have a model to look at, said Dreyfus. It will ease suspicions in the administrations and among the students on the other campuses, he added.

In the late fall of 1972, Chancellors Kloetsche, Wylie and Dreyfus asked to amend 36.09 (5) by deleting the "primary responsibility" emphasis and changing the role of the chancellor in allocating segregated fees from a consultative role to a role in which the chancellor would have a veto.

Dreyfus said that he pushed for the amended for two reasons. He said that he pushed the veto control in the belief that there ought to be a chief executive and that the presence of a veto in order to insure that responsible students would be in control of the student government.

One of the provisions of the student section of the merger states that all student representatives on all university and student faculty committees shall be appointed by the Student Government or association. Dreyfus disagrees with this statement. He said he did not believe all appointments should be made by the Student Government alone. "The chancellor ought to have an appointment in order to insure a balance on the committee," he added, "The chancellor's appointment should be made last."

There is now present a recognition of mutual respect between the Student Government and the chancellor's office, said Dreyfus.

Dreyfus also said that along with the guarantees of other groups, such as faculty, administrators and Regents. "It is fundamental that we carry out our responsibilities in the spirit of the new collegiality with which the Merger Act is imbued," said Jenkins.

Chancellor Lee Sherman Dreyfus believes that UWSW is a model campus for the merger. The UW school systems have an April 1, 1975 deadline in which to incorporate the merger, but Dreyfus, said "I think we (UWSW) can do it in the next 60 days." It might be easier for other campuses if they have a model to look at, said Dreyfus. It will ease suspicions in the administrations and among the students on the other campuses, he added.

In the late fall of 1972, Chancellors Kloetsche, Wylie and Dreyfus asked to amend 36.09 (5) by deleting the "primary responsibility" emphasis and changing the role of the chancellor in allocating segregated fees from a consultative role to a role in which the chancellor would have a veto.

Dreyfus said that he pushed for the amended for two reasons. He said that he pushed the veto control in the belief that there ought to be a chief executive and that the presence of a veto in order to insure that responsible students would be in control of the student government.

One of the provisions of the student section of the merger states that all student representatives on all university and student faculty committees shall be appointed by the Student Government or association. Dreyfus disagrees with this statement. He said he did not believe all appointments should be made by the Student Government alone. "The chancellor ought to have an appointment in order to insure a balance on the committee," he added, "The chancellor's appointment should be made last."

There is now present a recognition of mutual respect between the Student Government and the chancellor's office, said Dreyfus.

Dreyfus said that he found the mechanism of UWSP's Student Government as good. Student Government has matured since he arrived as chancellor, he said.

The Student Government has become representative of the student body. Whenever there is a thoughtful and reasonable viewpoint, it is listened to, and there has not been much "hip-shooting" lately, said Dreyfus.

For the first time, the chancellor is receiving direct communication from Student Government, he said. And also for the first time, he has been invited to attend government meetings.

"I am convinced we are far along in government, but I am ignorant of the depth of government on other campuses," said Dreyfus.

In terms of the merger law, Dreyfus said that Student Government input should only be heard where 100 percent of the students are involved, such as student health services.

"I do not get all of my input from Student Government," Dreyfus said. The appropriate students, the ones most affected, should have the say. He also said that there should be a public hearing for all UW students.

A letter of resignation was accepted from Randy Puckett, Student Government treasurer.

The resignation was pending his appointment to the Finance and Allocations Committee (FAC). His appointment to the FAC was approved.

A report was heard on faculty evaluations that are scheduled to begin on Monday, Nov. 4. The findings from the evaluations are scheduled to be ready by registration day, Dec. 3. The report's findings were accepted by the Senate.

The Constitutional Revision Committee presented their proposed changes.

The next meeting will be at 7 p.m., Sunday, Nov. 3, in the Wisconsin Room, University Center (UC).

A rather inappropriate sign is displayed in front of the University Center. So watch it kids! Photo by Roger W. Barr.

Hearing on bus co-op to be held

by Shelley Hosen

The resolution to drop the WP (withdrawal-failing) grade for a student dropping out of school after the ninth week was not passed by the faculty.

There will be a public hearing Nov. 6 at the County City Building on a contract between the Student Senate and the Stevens Point Area Bus Coop (PABCO). The contract provided that Student Government would pay $100 per month to PABCO and UWSP students could then ride the bus by showing their ID's.

If as many people rode the bus to make each ride cheaper than 22 cents per ride, then it would be in violation with rulings of the Department of Transportation. Lyle Updike, student body president will carry formal argument.

A letter of resignation was accepted from Randy Puckett, Student Government treasurer. The resignation was pending his appointment to the Finance and Allocations Committee (FAC). His appointment to the FAC was approved.
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Profs may be reinstated

A "substantial number" of tenured professors who were scheduled to lose their teaching jobs next spring at UWSP are likely to be reinstated. Enrollment this fall was much higher than expected.

John B. Ellery, vice chancellor for Academic Affairs, reported to the Faculty Senate at its bi-weekly meeting Thursday, Oct. 24, that a summary would be issued publicly after Chancellor Lee S. Dreyfus informs individual faculty members of the decisions and actions taken in their respective cases.

About 21 persons with tenure received layoff notices either last spring or the year earlier because of enrollment shortfalls. Ellery said the "final decisions will be pretty satisfactory to the faculty as a whole." He added however, "that the data and projections (regarding future enrollment) which appear usable to me do not support the request for the revision of all laid off faculty." There are projections showing enrollment declines of several hundred students in the next couple of years.

Several of those receiving the layoff notices have officially resigned. In a few other cases, professors have either gone back to school to prepare for different teaching assignments or will be taking other kinds of jobs on campus.

In addition, Ellery said it will be possible to defer for another year layoffs of some professors whose jobs are not expected to be saved permanently.

The university had major layoff decisions on a projection of 7,200 students this fall, but the actual enrollment was slightly over 8,000 and only about 14 less than recorded one year ago.

In another action, the senators approved a revision to a calendar that they had approved only a month ago. Ellery said UWSP and UW LaCrosse are attempting, "hopefully with the additional cooperation of UW Eau Claire," to pave the way for a uniform calendar for institutions throughout the system.

For 1975, the changes do not affect the start of class which will be the Monday following Labor Day however, there are changes on spring recesses, final examinations periods and so forth.

Approval also was given to two new courses: Woven Textiles and the History of Vietnam.

The senators also heard Student Senate President Lyle Updike report that initial results of a faculty evaluation program conducted by students have been published and that another evaluation will be conducted in November for more widespread distribution.

The following is the bus schedule for taking students to the polls on Nov. 5. There will be two runs made, each run going every other hour.

Run A: (Starting at 9 and 11 a.m., 1 and 3 p.m.) 9 a.m.-Leave from front of Thompson Hall 9:05 a.m.-Arrive at Peace Center, Ward 11 (Will drop off only) 9:10 a.m.-Arrive at Village Points Terrace Apts. 9:15 a.m.-Arrive at St. Peter's School, Ward 4

Note: Bus will wait until persons are through voting at Ward 4 and then take same route back to campus so people have ride back to place of origin.

Run B: (Starting at 10 a.m., 12 noon, 2 and 4 p.m.) 10 a.m.-Leave from front of Pray-Sims 10:05 a.m.-Arrive at Village Apts. 10:10 a.m.-Arrive at Old Armory, Ward 8 (will drop off only) 10:20 a.m.-Arrive at Washington School, Ward 12 (via Clark St., Main St., and Wilshire Blvd.)

Note: Bus will wait for persons to finish voting at Ward 12 and will then take Pray St. back to campus.
UWSP selective in choosing residence hall directors

by Terrell Bauer

"This year, there are six new Residence Hall directors on campus," said Melvin Karg, director of Housing. "They are Jack Renken, Delzell; Connie Savage, Hansen; Jim McMahon, Knutzen; Debbie Donaldson, Neale; Dave Garrett, Smith and Mary Melko, Thompson," added Karg.

Karg also stated that UWSP is very selective about who becomes Residence Directors (RD). The procedure includes investigation of how many vacancies there will be the following fall. The Professional Journal is used as a reference also. Representatives from the campus go to the National Association of Student Personal Administrators (NASPA) conference, where they meet with individuals. Afterwards applications are sent in by people introduced at the conference. A relative few are invited to come and view the campus, where they are introduced and interviewed by people they will work with if they are accepted, such as other RD's, deans and the chancellor of Student Services. They are interviewed by our actual students. Melvin Karg said they have a different outlook to what the qualifications a person of this sort should have.

"The administration," said Karg, "will never hire anyone if there is a negative response by the students who interviewed him." The new prospectives are also allowed free time where they can wander around the city and see if they want to get a feel of it on their own.

"This is very important because it gives them a broader perspective of campus life," said McMahon. "They are able to get information the administrators might have overlooked during their orientation," he added.

Karg said these people have a lot of requirements to meet. "They must have an advanced degree preferably in a social science, they must have had proven practice experience elsewhere and must have good reference ability and ability to work with students.

The new directors come from various areas within the United States. Savage received her masters at the University of Colorado, Donaldson received hers at Ball State in Muncie, Indiana, Garrett and McMahon both received their masters at Bowling Green, Ohio. Melko received hers at Mankato, Minnesota, Renken received his at the North East State Teachers College in Kurvick, Missouri and Keopke was an undergraduate at UWSP, but received her advanced degree in Illinois.

"The traditional primary function is not housing," said Karg. "The primary function is education. Everything we do is on priority, housing, education, etc. They don't have the personal contact we do," Karg added.

A majority of students in DeBot Hall are freshmen. Renken said one of his goals is to get them involved in university activities and help them get adjusted to UWSP's freedoms and responsibilities. Because he has a relatively small dorm, he said he feels they're very close knit and wants to keep them that way.

Renken has been here since 1970 as a staff member with the Health and Physical Education Department. This is his first year as an RD and he said that this area is a beautiful place not only physically, but the people around are very friendly.

Renken said his main goal is coaching. Later on, he said he would like to have a head coaching job the next year.

"What I most like to see happen in Hansen," said Savage, "is creating a situation where people could test behavior. For me, I would like to see people test to independence gracefully, without a hurtful degree.

Savage said Steven's Point is the closest thing she has to what she's accustomed to. "The students are open for change here, I feel very welcome," she added.

In the future, Savage said she would like to return to school and probably go into educational psychology. McMahon at Knutzen said, "I see myself as a helper, maybe facilitated. I'm here to aid residence and personal goals and values." "To do this, I think most important is to know all the guys so they feel free to sit down and talk with me." Everyone who is interested in social and educational activities for the year. The leather shop will be able to teach other students the craft is an example of the activities McMahon was introduced at the conference. "I feel he works with the Residence Assistant (RA) program. They do their job because they are able to identify problems because of their day to day exposure with the students.

"The housing program here is excellent," said McMahon. "The philosophy is right in time to what I was thought it should be. It's carried out excellently," he added.

In the future, McMahon said he plans to go in to the field of housing, working basically with students. Another alternative, he mentioned, would be returning to school and receiving his doctorate.

Donaldson in Neale said one of her goals for the year is to get to know each of the students. She said she wants to work closely with the Hall Council and "create a student type atmosphere, where the girls can get to know themselves and others.

Donaldson said she feels very comfortable at UWSP. "It's very informal and I enjoy it," she said.

Donaldson is certified to teach high school psychology. She said she would like to get more involved in student psychology and go on, maybe in counseling.

"I've seen a lot of Smith," said Smith he has no specific planned goals for his dorm as of yet. "One that I've heard, is the reputation of the building is poor, I want to improve that," he said. He said he wants to make Smith a place where everybody can live comfortably and have growing experiences.

Another more personal goal Garrett said he would like to become familiar with the student body.

Garrett said he really enjoys the naturalness of the people here. He also said he's amazed with the involvement and interest people have in nature.

Garrett said he isn't sure whether he will go on in an academic field or a student affairs counseling job which he said he has more interest in.

Melko at Thomson said her goal for the year is to bring the students together not only academically, but socially as well.

"Dorm living is really the center of student's life," said another. "It is very social and that she feels they should have a positive impact so they'll have a good learning experience. Melko said she wants "to make the residence hall more than a place to eat and sleep."

Melko said she plans to work in a residence hall for another two or three years. She said she would like to stay in Student Services.

New drop a class proposal being considered

by Sally Dustir

A resolution to allow students to drop courses up to the finals week was passed by the Student Senate.

The resolution, if passed by the Faculty Academic Affairs Committee and the Faculty Senate, will allow students to withdraw from any course provided the exam week and receive only a withdrawal (WF) mark on their report card.

Student evaluations from last semester and the proposed evaluation for the current semester were also acted on.

In a resolution proposed by Bob Shaver, Phi Beta Lambda, it was agreed that if a commitment could be obtained from this semester's student evaluation committee to get the summaries of previous evaluations for the current semester out by registration for next semester, and have any past copies of last semester's evaluation available in the library, food centers, material centers and in the hands of the administration and the academic deans, that the subject of evaluations could be considered finished.

The resolution passed the Assembly unanimously, with an addition proposed by over two hundred letter explaining that last semester's evaluation was not valid for several reasons be attached to copies of it and that such a letter be submitted to the faculty and the Pointer explaining the new proposal.

Under new business, a resolution was introduced by Penny Gillman, Pi Kappa Delta, that the nomination of Nancy Puckett for Underclassmen Committee of Student Senate by refused unless he resigns as the treasurer of the Student Government. Arguments defending both sides of the issue were presented. By the end of the meeting, Chairperson Barb Stiefvater, vice-president of the Student Senate, announced that the motion fails.

The Student Senate will meet at 4 p.m., Sunday, October 27, in one of the private dining rooms in the basement of DeBot Center. (The room will be posted on the door of the Student Government Office.)
Personal defense offered

by Stacey Duncan

If you were suddenly attacked and were proficient in judo or karate, you could be very confident in your ability. But, what can the average college student do?

Every student now has a chance to learn basic kicks, blows and flips and how to defend themselves in almost any situation.

Twice a week students are instructed by Nancy Page in personal defense, Phy. Ed. 101.

The course uses many of the falls, kicks and blows found in the basics of karate and judo. "The course is not a karate or judo class. Proficiency in these areas would take many years of practice," said Page.

Page stresses confidence in the students own ability and developing several types of defense that work the best for each individual student.

"The most effective method is to kick. The kick keeps the hands from getting within reach of the attacker," said Page.

After mastering the correct way to fall, students practice against each other. The shoulder and hip throws are easy enough for even a small person to use.

"The element of surprise and confidence in your own ability are the most important aspects of personal defense," said one student.

Students are taught how to get out of any type of hold or attack by applying kicks and blows in strategic places.

Personal defense shows every person what they have at their disposal to defend themselves and then teaches the student how to adequately develop these techniques," said Page.

Better evaluation methods sought

by Mike Loch

Student and faculty are working together to produce better evaluation methods, according to the Faculty Evaluation Committee (FEC).

The FEC said they want to develop a questionnaire that reflects student and faculty ideas.

During the last committee meeting considerable deliberation took place concerning policy and the type of questionnaire that will be used at this university concerning student evaluation of instruction.

A policy statement is due March 1, 1975 to the Board of Regents from all UW System schools stating their policy on student evaluation of instruction.

Furthermore, the FEC at UWSP is trying to develop an open-ended questionnaire, so that departments may insert their own questions. The FEC is currently working with those students who developed last semester's course evaluation questionnaire.

Last week's FEC meeting also talked about the errors that appeared in last semesters course evaluation questionnaire. They said that the mean total is the only thing that is correct. They also agreed that the results should not be widely distributed.

The student members of the FEC appeared before the October 20 Student Senate to propose last semester's course evaluation not be widely distributed.

The Student Senate at that time agreed that only 14 copies of the results would be made available.

Evaluations not to be published

by Doug Edwardsen

The Student Senate voted 12-3 at the October 20 meeting not to publish 1973-74 spring term course and faculty evaluations.

The evaluations were originally planned for student use to show weaknesses and strengths of faculty and courses, but because of the limitations in accuracy, applicability and interpretation, said Senator Bob Heil of the student evaluation subcommittee.

These evaluations will be distributed to the three information centers, DeBot and Allen Centers and the LRC (Learning Resource Center).

The senate also voted 13-2 that evaluations will be made this semester and will be made available to students at registration for the 1974-75 spring term.

The senate also voted unanimously to adopt a new drop-total withdrawal policy.

The proposal which allows a student to officially drop a course and have it removed from the record will be a W (withdrawn) on the official transcript and grade reports rather than the WF (withdrawn failing) given to some students in the past semesters.

The new resolutions would allow students to officially drop a course or withdraw from the university at any time in the semester, prior to final exam week, without penalty or permission, said Student Senator Kurt Anderson.

This resolution will now go to the Faculty Senate for further discussion and approval.

Calender revisions are being considered for the 1975-76 academic year according to a report by Anderson.

John Ellery, vice-chancellor, is trying to arrange a schedule similar to Eau Claire and LaCrosse for UWSP to eliminate summer job competition. Otherwise these schools will be one week earlier than UWSP in May of 1976, said Anderson.

A formal calender policy will be voted on soon, said Anderson.

Student Government constitution revisions were presented in part by Senator Tom (Wojo) Wojciechowski. The remaining revisions will be presented and voted on at the next meeting, October 27, in entirety.

The new constitution will make substantial revisions of present workings of student government, said Lyle Updike Student Government president.

A recommendation was made to Student Government, by Vice-President Barb Stiefvater, to have Student Affairs Committee investigate student ID's and the withdrawal policy.

Students who withdraw must turn in their ID's. Those who withdraw after the fourth week of classes receive no refund, yet without their ID's they can't attend activities they have already paid for, said Stiefvater.
There’s more to a semester abroad than studying

The chiming of Big Ben, a glimpse of the Queen, or a jaunt to Edinburgh are just some of the experiences of the students who spend a semester abroad in England. Each year, the semester abroad program to England has been in operation since 1969. The UWSP engages rooms at Peace Haven, a building owned by the Friendship League, for six months during the year.

"Because we use a majority of the space during these six months, we have almost exclusive use of classrooms, lounges, etc., at Peace Haven," remarked Pauline Isaccson, director of the International Programs at UWSP. The program in England operates both semesters during the school year. The only difference between the two semesters is the group which leaves in August has its travel-study on the Continent first, while the January group does its Continental travel-study last.

Isaccson said in reference to why England was chosen as the first site for the UWSP semester abroad program, "There are a number of reasons. One is the lack of a language barrier. London is one of the educationally richest cities in the world. A teacher or I who had talked to students, we found they had a strong interest in England and the Anglo-Saxon heritage.

Since the group to England is limited to forty students each semester, applicants have a better chance in being included in the program. "Sometimes we can’t take all the students who have applied and who merit selection. By applying early, students have more time to anticipate and plan for their future needs. It has been our experience that a student is willing to spend the semester abroad program, "In connection with the courses, there is a great deal in the way of study assignments and opportunities which are outside the conventional classroom or study experience. The course involves the use of many resources other than books."

Because Peace Haven is located in Acton, a suburb of London, students often use the double-decker bus or the experience in itself is worth the trip. A further aid to the mobile classroom is a minivan the group can use. Fortunate this fall to receive a new minibus, donated by a Stevens Point resident. Many students also go on trips outside the city of London.

Students also receive a month long continental study tour as part of their semester abroad program. Seventeen weeks will visit Paris, Geneva, Rome, Florence, Innsbruck, Munich, Rothenburg, and Luxembourg as part of their study-travel on the Continent. The students who are preparing for their semester abroad, the semester before, the student will attend the monthly meetings. Besides discussing such practical subjects as passports and visas, the students have guest speakers who have been on the semester abroad program in the past. Many of the guest speakers are faculty members who aid the students in academic preparations.

Other speakers give a slide presentation. Mimeographed letters describing the various cities students will be visiting while on the continental travel-study tour are often distributed. These letters give a historical description of the city and its sights.

Cooperation between the UWSP letter to the class and maps of London are available for students to browse through in the International Programs office, 133 Main Building.

"It became like ‘home’. I made a lot of friends there," said Godfrey. "It was hard to leave. It was also hard to put those three months into words," said Okray.

"I wish I could convince everyone to partake in this semester abroad program. It has all been so fascinating. Being a part of the group is an asset of which Krajniak in her postcard to Isaccson.
Change made on student senate reps

by Doug Edwardsen

Student Senators debated on Student Government Constitution revisions presented at the Oct. 27 meeting.

The Senate was particularly divided on a revised section which determines stabilization and reduction of one voting member from any recognized student organization which chooses to send a member.

The proposed constitution reads, "Membership of the Assembly shall be composed of twenty members elected proportionately from the four colleges and a representative from each student organization which chooses to send a member."

This revised proposal is intended to give representation to those organizations which are financially affected by Student Government, said Tom "Wojo" Wojciechowski, chairman of the Constitution Revision Committee.

Those groups which receive $500 or more such as UAB, the Pointer, Arts and Lectures, campus radio and television, are the organizations which affect and are affected by the largest number of students, said Wojo.

The present method for allowing members into the assembly is good now because it gives all organizations the chance for representation, said Assemblyperson Shelley Hosen.

The proposed revision would force organizations that don't receive the $500 segregated fees to request it, because only a few groups are receiving these funds now, said Bob Shaver, assemblyman.

The proposed plan would create an "elite few" making Student Government less representative of the student body, said Gary Winters, assemblyman.

Regents vote to cut tuition

by Carol Martin

A proposal which would stabilize, then lower tuition for the next biennium was unanimously adopted by the Board of Regents.

The students are now paying 25 percent of their academic cost through tuition, said Larry Wade, president of Student Government.

Under the proposed tuition for the 1975-76 school year will remain stable and tuition for the 1976-77 year will be cut to 12.5 percent of academic cost, he said.

"Students can expect to pay $200 less per year if this proposal is passed by the Wisconsin legislature," said Student Controller Bob Badzinski.

However, if the proposal is not passed tuition will rise at an estimate of $125 per year, said Badzinski.

The UW System President John C. Weaver was to speak in approval of the proposal at the Presidents Club in Madison Oct. 18, according to his prepared statement for that event.

"The cost escalation is increasingly denying higher educational opportunity to our citizens," he said.

"Escalating tuitions have started to strike hardest at our middle income parents and students, a group which includes the vast majority of our students and their parents. Grants in aid are not available to most of these students, and growing tuition reduction will not result in higher taxes, said Badzinski. There are sufficient funds in the budget to cover these additional funds, he said.

Students supporting tuition stabilization and reduction must prove their support by voting for candidates who have stated their support for the proposal, said Badzinski. This will include immediate letter writing to parents and candidates for this must be a statewide drive to be successful, he said.

A member of the American Chemical Society demonstrates her wares of chemical magic. Photo by Roger Barr.
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There’s more to a semester abroad than studying

The chiming of Big Ben, a glimpse of the Queen, or a jaunt to Edinburgh are just some of the experiences of the students who spend a semester abroad in England.

Based in London, on semester abroad program to England has been in operation since 1969. The UWS engages rooms at Peace Haven, a building owned by the Friendship League, for six months during the year.

"Because we use a majority of the space during the school year, we have almost exclusive use of classrooms, lounges, etc., at Peace Haven," remarked Pauline Isaacson, director of the International Programs at UWS.

The program in England operates both semesters during the school year. The only difference between the two semesters is the group which leaves in August has its sole study on the continent first, while the January group does its Continental travel-study last.

Isaacson said in reference to why England was selected as the first site for the UWS semester abroad program, "There are a number of reasons. One is the lack of a language barrier. Secondly, London is one of the educational centers in the world. Also after we had talked to students, we found they had a strong interest in England and the Anglo-Saxon heritage.

Since the group to England is limited to forty students, and early applicants have a better chance in being included in the program.

"Sometimes we can’t take all the students who have applied and who merit selection. By applying early, students have more time to anticipate and plan for their future needs. It also gives them more time to sort out their finances," added Isaacson.

"You should do some beforehand reading on the area and then make a list of things you want to see," said Helen Godfrey, head of Public Alumni services at UWS. "It will help avoid the feeling that you have gone and returned from your trip and have missed so many things that you wanted to see.

Godfrey was one of the two faculty members who accompanied the fall, 1973-74 group to England.

Being selected for the program required three steps. The first step is to fill out an application which includes the student’s background, three recommendations the student has gotten from his teachers, employer etc., and a paragraph telling what he hopes to give and to receive from the program.

Secondly, the student must set up interviews with three out of possibly six or seven faculty-mem­bers who have accompanied past groups to England.

Finally, the student has an interview with Isaacson. The purpose of the interview is to become acquainted with the student and to answer any questions the student may have.

Like the other semester abroad programs to Germany and Malaysia, the English program is open to students from all disciplines. Students involved in the program may have majors that range from physical education to communications.

Courses offered for the students who go abroad are mainly liberal arts oriented. Students may choose from a variety of courses that are sanctioned by UWS for the international program. All the courses are offered chosen so that they will be "enhanced by the site.

Among the courses often chosen by the students is the Art History class taught by Bradberry. Bradberry is a panel lecturer at the Tate Museum. He is an art historian and works at the Cassel Hospital, where he employs his theory that "art is therapy.

Because Bradberry is our teacher, we are allowed to have our class in the Tate Gallery, one of the great galleries of the world," commented Isaacson. Also offered is Drama 296.

Because it is an innovative course it can only be offered for two years, and the last group that will be able to take it is the Spring 1974-75 group. Students attend a number of plays and have discussions both before and after the plays.

Education classes such as educational psychology and the Principles of Education are also offered.

"These educational classes allow for a study of the comparative aspects of the British public and private school system," added Isaacson.

"The Shakespeare course is enhanced by the opportunity to see a number of his plays, a visit Stratford-on-the-Avon, which is a part of "Shakespeare's Country" and a study of Shakespeare's London," commented Isaacson.

A British professor, who is also a magistrate and head of a large secondary school teaches the Juvenile Delinquency course. This course includes attendance in domestic court where juvenile cases are being heard.

In a letter to Isaacson, a student who is currently at Peace Haven, Krajniak summarized the scope of the program. "I just returned from an art class at the Tate Gallery. I spent the morning at the new Picasso Exhibit. For my Social Psychology project I'm working in the geriatric wards at St. Bernard's Hospital Fridays we spend at Maria Grey (college) with English Literature. We’ll go to "With Night" in Stratford. I’m looking forward to the tour of Windsor Castle tomorrow.

Students may also take an independent study course in their major or minor, if they get the consent of the teacher and department at UWS. Isaacson stresses the need for a well prepared independent study project so that students will gain the most from it.

One student who will be attending the Spring 1974-75 program to England is Donna Gitter, a junior majoring in Home Economics. Gitter described the independent study course she will pursue while in England.

"I hope to visit some of the designers there such as Belinda Bellville and Mary Quant, and the Vogue House. This will be very useful towards my goal of fashion merchandising.

Currently one student, Peggy Atwood, is doing her independent experiments in England. In her letter to Isaacson she described the experience.

"My practice teaching is proving to be a very unique and valuable experience. Paperworth has placed me in a junior school, called 'Acton Wells School'. This school is near the North London station, not too far. I don’t mind walking and on nasty days I can take the 'double decker'. I found all 21 of my eight-year-olds extremely well mannered with their 'Yes, miss' and "Please misses."

"It is easy to get along with everyone, I wish I could convince my teacher and department at UWSP to do the same thing."

"It was hard to put those three months into words," said Gitter.

"It became like 'home'. I made a lot of English friends. It was hard to leave. It’s also hard to think of the three months in words," said Krajniak.

"I wish I could convince everyone to partake in this semester abroad program. It has been so fascinating. Being a part of the group is an experience in itself," wrote Krajniak in her postcard to Isaacson.
Perlman—one of world's greatest

by Kent A. Petzold

Niccolo Paganini is alive and well and living in Itzhak Perlman. (How's that for an opener?) Anyway, you really missed your chance to hear one of the world's greatest living artists perform if you didn't attend the concert in Michelson Hall Tuesday evening, October 15.

Our Israeli friend (very congenial fellow, by the way) opened his program with a Brahms Violin Sonata in D, which was very well done, considering that it was Brahms—a lot of notes with only skin-deep meaning, with an occasional hemiola or two thrown in for excitement. (No, hemiola is not a blood disease!)

A J.S. Bach Sonata was offered next. The Fugue section of the piece struck me. Everyone has heard the third movement at least once, since Bach also uses it as a topper. I'm a bit crotchety about it. But the other movement was a showstopper. The unbelievable tempo of the ensemble was breathtaking to the point of, well, suffocation, I guess. Naturally, not a note or nuance of the tiniest detail was missed.

Okay. Now we were wondering what Perlman could do to top the last selection, if at all humanly possible, so as not to make the second portion of the concert anticlimactic.

So...out come three of the 24 Paganini Caprices, numbers five, nine, and 24—quite an admirable grouping.

If ever one person deserved standing ovation (which are normally crude and overused displays of ignorance) Perlman earned one. What can one say when there is nothing wrong with anything? It was just the pity.

In honor of the centennial year of Fritz Kreisler's birth, Perlman played several short Kreisler pieces, the majority of which were Viennese melodies written in the early Kreisler years. These, again, were eminently superb.

The final program piece was "The Magnetic Rag," by Scott Joplin. Perlman arranged this on the plane on the way here from New York. Samuel Sanders was sight reading the piece at the performance.

After the concert, Sanders offered to give Perlman a ruler as a gift so that he could try and line up the notes on the score a little more evenly.

Truly, truly I say unto you (again), that more people should have been at hand to witness in live performance one of possibly the top five violinists in the world. He is one artist whose music you must take home with you and savor quietly for as long one might. Instead of running off to Lucky's dance floor to have every thought of musicality destroyed instantly.

Such a shame. A greater artist may not around these parts for quite some time.

Richards Quintet performs tonight

A program of chamber music by the Richards Woodwinds Quintet will be presented Oct. 31 in the Arts and Lecture Series at UWSP.

The concert will be in the Michelson Concert Hall of the Fine Arts Center (FAC) beginning at 8 p.m.

The Thursday night program will include "Quintet No. 2" by Francois-Rene Gebauer, "Quintet No. 1" by Alvin Eizer, "Seven Pieces for the Musical Clock" by Haydn and Tomasi's "Quintette."

The group consists of Israel Borochoff on flute, Daniel Solper on oboe, Elsa Ludwig Verdehr on clarinet, Douglas Campbell on French horn and Edgar Kirk on bassoon.

"Woodstock" highlights films

If you are going to the moving pictures this Halloween eve on the UWSP campus, two choices await you.

DeBot Center is handling the Halloween Spook Special at 8 p.m. and Woodstock can be viewed in the University Center (UC), at 7:30 p.m. on Thursday, Oct. 31 and Friday, Nov. 1.

Woodstock is a documentary that transforms its subject into cinematic art. The subject is a three-day rock concert with 500,000 in attendance.

On election night (Nov. 5) The Roof's will be showing at both 7 and 9 p.m. in the Wisconsin Room located in the UC.

It stars Humphrey Bogart and James Cagney, in the dramatic story of World War II as buddies who clash in a vicious leggy racket.

Hostel Shoppe, LTD.
"Your Downtown Touring Headquarters"
1314 Water St., Stevens Point, Wis. South of Shipley Shoes

STORE HOURS:
11:30-9:00 DAILY SAT. 9-5
FREE WAXING CLINICS
Wed., Oct. 30 7:30 P.M.
Tues., Nov. 5 7:30 P.M.
Wed., Nov. 13 7:30 P.M.

Come in and talk to Rolf Garthus, our ski expert, about those things that make Ski Touring an exciting winter pastime.

Keith Berger performs mime and is captured in an abstract moment due to some darkroom magic. Photo by Roger W. Barr.

Mitchell performing in Coffeehouse

Acoustic folk guitarist Chuck Mitchell is now appearing in the Coffeehouse. His three day performance began last night and goes through tomorrow, Nov. 1. Mitchell's one-man performance will be from 9-11 p.m. Admission will be charged on the above mentioned dates.

"A mixed bag of material," is how Mitchell described his show. Besides playing the six and 12 string acoustical guitars, he sings and reads poetry.

A man of value, Mitchell financed his own album rather than be at the mercy of a recording company. It is reported that Mitchell is living in the dorms and involved in classes during his UWSP stay.

The man has the ability to both leave you spellbound and walk away singing to yourself.
Coffeehouse sponsors doubleheader

by Mike Varney

Family at Max and Ron Douglas will be staging a doubleheader in the Coffeehouse from 9 p.m. until midnight, Thursday, Nov. 7.

This is the most expensive Coffeehouse act of the semester, costing $1,000 in total entertainment charges. A nominal fee will be taken at the door.

The UAB Coffeehouse Committee Chairman Rick Bayer said, "This is going to be a dance night with a concert atmosphere." Family at Max will play from 9-10 and 11-12. Douglas will entertain from 10-11 p.m.

Bayer suggested, "If you don't come to anything else this semester, come to this." He termed Family at Max a "dynamic" group.

Family at Max produces a raw, ripping rhythm and blues sound. The band calls it raw funk.

They do a variety of artists ranging from Carole King to Kool and His Gang but mostly do their own compositions or those of Tower of Power.

About Douglas, Bayer said, "If he doesn't keep the audience laughing from time he comes out to the time he leaves, I'd be disappointed. Douglas sees what we see and makes us laugh at it."

A 12 minute promotional film that Bayer and Ron Douglas viewed Nov. 4 and 5. Contact UAB for further information.

"Ron and I were impressed and pleased with the Nov. 7 gig because, "We're bringing something here that wasn't here before and it will all be in one night. After all, you'll always have your folk-singers (in the Coffeehouse)."

Student directing initial drama

by Jayne Hubacher

Sterling Calder, a UWS drama major, will be directing his first production entitled, South Africa.

South Africa will be an hour show combining contemporary jazz and dance that will explain feeling of hatred need for understanding, strength, love and the feel for joy; and give UWS students an idea of what it is to be a black South African.

No admission will be charged, but donations are welcomed. The money collected from donations will be given to the Mulders Drift Clinic in Johannesburg, South Africa, as funds for a hospital being built. The clinic is a nonprofit medical organization that travels to the people located in the surrounding area, who have no way of traveling to the city.

Calder's goals for his production will be to create an awareness of South Africa itself, and of the problems that exist under the apartheid system, an official policy of racial segregation, in South Africa.

Calder spent the summer in South Africa working with a professional theatre group and experienced the constant separation of all races from one another.

Blacks had signs where they could sit and how long they could be in the city. Whites had signs where they could put their mail and where they could stand. "No one of the opposite race talked to anyone else on the street because of fear," said Calder.

Production nights will be at 10 p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 5, 9:30 p.m., Wednesday, Nov. 6 and 9:30 p.m., Thursday, Nov. 7, in the Michelson Concert Hall, Renaissance dance, music here Sunday

Concentus Musicus, a Renaissance music and dance group from Minneapolis, will appear here at 8 p.m., Nov. 3 as the sixth offering of the season in the UWS Arts and Lectures Series.

The concert will be in the Michelson Concert Hall in the UWS Fine Arts Center (FAC).

The group's repertoire includes secular and sacred pieces of that time in history when the arts flourished and were reborn. Using the instruments of that time, Concentus Musicus performs religious works of the thirteenth century France, lusty songs, dances and delicate ballads from Renaissance Italy, dramatic pieces from Spain, Flemish music and the sounds of the glittering Tudor reign in England.

Originally formed as a small vocal group in 1956 by its director Arthur Maud, Concentus Musicus later added an instrumental ensemble, a complimentary vocal group and a dance ensemble. The members perform separate and combined programs.

Critics have termed them, "...not merely a group of musicians, but a recaptured spirit," and have praised them for their sophistication and expertise in Renaissance music.

Tickets are available in advance at the UWS Arts and Lectures Box office in the upper level of the FAC Center between 11 a.m. and 5 p.m., Monday through Friday or by calling 346-4666.

UAB shows black realism

The gripping drama, Sounder, will be shown at 7:30 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 7 and Friday, Nov. 8 in the Program Banquet Room of the University Center (UC).

Sounder is a story about growing up within a black sharecropper society in the 1930's. The plot unfolds as a kindly father is caught stealing to feed his hungry family. He is sentenced to a year at hard labor, a year in which his son discovers himself, and learns not to accept his destiny. Music for the film is by Taj Mahal.

Colleges convene here for entertainment confab

by John R. Perdue

About 40 Midwestern colleges will be represented at a regional meeting of the National Entertainment Conference (NEC) here Nov. 2 to 4.

The NEC is an organization of college and university program staffs that was founded to enable students and faculty on various campuses to share information about programming, student activities and establishing training programs and arranging cooperative programs, said Bob Busch, of the Student Activities Office. Busch is a former chairman of the Board of Directors of the NEC.

The conference will provide a setting in which college and university personnel may meet to talk with representatives of firms whose services or products are related to college programming. "Part of the purpose is to provide a "buyers market," Busch said.

During the conference there will be several private talent showcases in order to provide a forum for the evaluation of artists seeking future bookings on campus. "Attendance at the showings is necessarily restricted to conference delegates because of union and contractual regulations, said Busch and Mary Ellen Lynch, also of the Student Activities office. Lynch is the NEC unit coordinator for Wisconsin.

The vendors in attendance at the conference will include talent agents, film and video-tape distributors, travel agents and outdoor recreation representatives. Among the talent showcases will be a motorcycle daredevil demonstration scheduled for parking lot on Sunday.

"The UWS organizations involved will chiefly include the University Activities Board (UAB), Residence Hall Council (RHC), and the Film Society," said Busch.

TRY AZTEC BUTTERMILK.
IT DOESN'T COME FROM A COW.

Mongegna Tequila Durnills
Mongegna Tequila 1 1/2 ounces Lemon-Lime Soda Pop 1 bottle

Blend in blender with cracked ice. Serve in tall glass. Garnish with lemon or lime wedge.

EHECAtL Symbol for the 2nd day of the season at week

1974/800 Paul Segeren Binghamton, N.Y.
Solar energy claimed feasible

by Katherine Kowalski

"Many of us will be living in solar heated and/or solar cooled homes," said George Lof.

Lof, president of International Solar Energy Society, was one of four authorities on solar power who spoke at the Oct. 25, "Time of the Sun-Solar Power Conference," at UW Parkside. About 500 people participated in the conference and workshops.

Lof has used solar energy for the last 15 years to heat 25 percent of his Denver home. He uses his gas furnace as a complement to his solar heating system.

"Complementary' appeared to be a key word at the conference. Complementary means a power system of wind-furnace or solar energy-furnace combinations.

Professor William Heronemous, wind engineering system expert of the University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass., said, "Wind power could be used in conjunction with other land uses. By placing Wind generators high above a pulpwood forest or in pastures on hedgerows, wind could be harnessed with no interference whatsoever of existing industry."

The economics of wind and solar energy were discussed by each speaker. John Kopecky, project engineer of solar energy at Honeywell, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn., said three days of solar energy is equal to the energy provided by the entire world's known fossil fuel resources.

"I think the only way solar power will be economically feasible is with large governmental participation and sponsorship," said Kopecky.

Solar and wind energy has been condemned by many because of high costs. "The secret of low costs for wind generator machines is mass production of very small machines," said Heronemous. "It is extremely economical."

"Electricity is more expensive than solar energy," said Lof. "The prices of electricity have made solar energy competitive with electricity. However, the prices of gas are a bargain if you can get it."

Speakers also expressed that using solar and wind energy are social and political issues.

"It seems to me as if technology of solar heating is here and available. The future of these applications is political. Does the country want to continue to pour massive amounts of money into foreign countries for economic resources? These decisions will not rest on engineering grounds, but on political grounds," said John Duffie, director of Solar Energy Lab, UW Madison. Duffie also mentioned social problems such as sunrights, building codes, aesthetic problems and public acceptance.

State Senator Douglas LaFollette, who presented a brief introduction to Heronemous, said, "It is important to bridge the gap between science and government. Each one of you are responsible for this. We must be willing to do the nitty-gritty, hard back-breaking work to bring government and science together."

"I feel solar energy processes could have an impact within the next six years and completely power the U.S. by the year 2000. The only reasons it doesn't happen is that it is socially and politically not happening," said Heronemous. Heronemous explained that he is helping to write the eighth grade science textbooks. "Maybe the eighth graders can save the world," he said.

The conference was not an attempt to condemn nuclear power. However, Heronemous was asked to state his specific objections to nuclear power plants.

The first objection he had rested in the fundamental moral question in taking the risks without individuals having a say. In the last three years, it has been admitted by nuclear power experts that thyroid problems and lung cancer can be directly related to ionizing radiation from nuclear power leaks. Heronemous said that there are other health risks in the future.

His other objection is pure and simple economics. "I'm nervous about a hidden cost. If we proceed with development, we'll need about 8,000 people to work by 1986 for the nuclear power plants. We are creating an elite. At one day, we may have a man at the top who may realize he has control of the world at his fingertips."

"I feel the audience sat in an uneasy silence as they reflected on that haunting fear."

Wind power and solar power can give man energy for years. Heronemous said that we must develop solar power and cannot wait for our grandchildren to do it. If we don't do it, we will be in trouble with our grandchildren.
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Fall hunters should be aware that cold or wet conditions can be hazardous, according to the Department of Natural Resources (DNR). Recognizing the internal body temperature, or hypothermia, can be easily avoided by selecting warm clothing in planning hunter trips this fall. Several thin layers of clothing are preferable to a few heavy layers. Hypothermia is a killer or the unprepared," said Homer Moe, supervisor of DNR's hunter safety program. "It is one of the leading causes of death and serious injury to outdoor recreationists.

Most hypothermia cases occur in air temperatures between 30 and 50 degrees. "Wind drives cold air under hypothermia can lead to collapse and eventually death," said the University of Wisconsin President. "Wind drives cold air under hypothermia can lead to collapse and eventually death."

The body is robbed of heat by cold water running down your neck or legs, or by being soaked with water. Wet clothing loses 90 percent of its insulating value.

Exercising is then attempted to maintain normal body heat, but energy reserves are lost in the process and exhaustion may develop. Unless not do further exposure at this point, the rate of body heat production instantly slows by 75 percent or more, the CME said.

If the internal temperature continues to drop, said CME, "you will begin to lose control of your hands; cold will reach your brain depriving you of judgement and reasoning power."

"Put on rain gear before the downpour," said Moe. "Put on your wool jacket before you start shivering." Wool helps hold body heat even when it's wet.

Dreyfus lake forum to be held

The UWSP Student Government, in cooperation with the UWSP administration, will sponsor a public forum on the proposal for a lake in the north campus area.

The lake concept was originated as a two-acre project by former Dean Paul Borham, Area Wide Planner Bill Burke, City Engineer Tim Dreyfus, and LaVerne Morehouse of the DNR and Rodney Hassett of John Strand and Associates.

Moderator for the program will be Lyle Uph, Student Government President.

This is not a public hearing and does not satisfy the requirement for a public hearing under the Wisconsin Environmental Policy Act. Information on the proposed extension of Michigan Avenue will be given and questions will also be answered on this project.

The program will be held at 4 p.m., Nov. 5, 1974 in room 112 of the College of Natural Resources (CNR). Students and members of the community are invited to attend.

The forum will be broadcast live over WWSP-FM 90.

A unique wildlife health laboratory is being opened by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in Wisconsin to prevent and reduce disease losses among the Nation's wildlife.

A unique wildlife health laboratory is being opened by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in Wisconsin to prevent and reduce disease losses among the Nation's wildlife.

"The lab will be set up by the first of the year at the University of Wisconsin. The university's tight isolation facilities which consist of a series of air locks, showers, and clothing change rooms will allow Fish and Wildlife Service scientists to work safely with highly communicable wildlife diseases," said Lynn A. Greenwald.

In addition, Fish and Wildlife Service scientists will have access to a unique BIORON which is a National Science Foundation funded facility that contains a number of rooms in which environmental factors such as temperature, humidity, pressure and light can be controlled by computer programming.

Top on the list of priorities for applied research is Duck Virus Enteritis and duck plague, a major threat to ducks and geese about which little is known. In 1973 this disease wiped out 40,000 ducks at one location. Scientists hope to learn what this disease looks like in different species. It is being, or can be, more susceptible to it and under what conditions and refine techniques for managing outbreaks. This will involve studies of how the disease is transmitted in the wild and whether a vaccine can be developed.

Moreover, basic research will explore the entire natural history of the disease in the environment in the hope of identifying weak links that can be attacked.

Staffed by Fish and Wildlife Service scientists, the lab will also be able to conduct on the leading scientific authorities on wildlife diseases from the staff of the University of Wisconsin. Graduate student research talent will be available also.

In addition to DVE, other diseases such as avian cholera and botulism will be studied. The center will conduct research on diseases affecting other species of wildlife, provide diagnostic service for the more than 350 National Wildlife Refuges across the country, and give the Fish and Wildlife Service a forensic medicine capability to assist in law enforcement efforts nationwide.

It will also perform field and lab postmortems on wildlife that die to assist states and other Federal agencies in their field work. Diagnostic efforts at the new facility will be conducted in cooperation with the Wisconsin Department of Agriculture.

Caution--weather can kill

Environmental legislation review

H.R. 16891, the Agriculture-Environmental and Consumer Protection Bill, passed the House of Representatives by a voice vote. This bill called for the withholding of funds from Rapid Environmental Protection Agency pollution control programs.

H.R. 13527, a bill that would allow game management practices on military reservations, has passed both houses and is ready for the President's signature. The program would expand game techniques on these reservations.

A UW Madison professor and Soviet biologist Kozlovsky, has been honored by the Society of American Foresters for his research contributing to the "Ranco"-eiel of forestry research and practice.

The Barrington Moore Memorial Award was presented to Kozlovsky by SAF President John A. Beatie, deputy director of the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (DNR), at the society's recent meeting in New York.

The award, which has presented annually since 1954, was first called the Biological Research Award. It was established in 1955 to honor the death in 1956 of Barrington Moore, a pioneer in forestry research, the award has been changed. It is financed by income derived from a 1954 donation of $10,000 to the SAF by Mrs. Moore.

A Burffalo, New York native, Kozlovsky earned his B.S. degree from the New York State College of Forestry, and his Masters and Doctoral degrees from Duke University. He was a Senator Fulbright Research Scholar at Oxford University in 1964-65.

A member of several forestry and biological societies, Kozlovsky has authored and coauthored nearly 30 publications and written including some 15 books, dealing with tree physiology, physiological-ecology and silviculture.

He joined the Department of Forestry faculty at UW Madison in 1949 and is presently the A.J. Riker Distinguished Professor at the Madison school.
Powderburns and backlashes
by Joel C. Guenther
outdoor editor

In the world of "male chauvinistic pig" it was brought to my attention that I have ignored the fact that there are some women who enjoy the hunt.

Well, miss (or is it ms.), I do agree but beg to differ in that I personally, have never seen the like in woods or waters. And I am not a whatchmycallit!

But who knows, maybe some day I will be enlightened. If that magic moment does occur, rest assured, I’ll be ready for it.

Picture the situation...The sun has burned to a bright scarlet, hanging just above the horizon. From deep in the woods a grousse gives off a soft descending steaccato. The current of the river, fairly perceptable, presses against my legs as I wait in hushed anticipation for the morning flights. I stand alone, a cigarette dangling from the corner of my mouth. All is quiet but for the low moan of the wind.

Then, a twig snaps behind the blind. What is it? Almost meekly, a young woman steps out of concealment. Her hair glows with the shimmer of summer wheat. Large, dark eyes fix themselves on me and my heart thobs. Delicately she enters the water, moving into the blind next to me. She sits in innocent anticipation, shotgun resting across her waders.

Need little encouragement. I move closer...so close as to touch. My arm gracefully raises and wraps around her shoulders. I pull her close. In passionate excitement our faces draw near for that final, natural caress. Softly, but with firm resonance I whisper into her ear, “Got any extra three inch number four’s, ma’am?"

EDITORS NOTE: Don’t miss next week’s Powderburns when Guenther reveals, after years of exhaustive research, that Americana virginalis is now an endangered species.

---
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OUTDOORS CONT.

Highland forest camping rises

Family camping on the Northern Highland American Legion State Forest increased slightly during the past summer from a year ago although campground demand remains down from the mid-summer, reports Floyd Reinenman, forest supervisor for the Department of Natural Resources (DNR).

Extremely favorable July and August camping conditions made up for the earlier cold, wet weather that discouraged forest visitors in May and June, he noted.

Reinenman reports that the familiar campground reservation system is used for the first time this season proved to be quite successful. While some snags occurred in the first several weeks, in general this service to the camper went smoothly, he says. The reservation program will be reviewed this winter with an eye toward improving its administration next summer.

The NIH-AL State Forest operates in family and two group campgrounds. The group campground is for the family campgrounds reserve space in advance, while the rest are available on a first-come, first-served basis.

“When this year's experiences do not appear necessary to increase the number of units available for reservations on the forest,” said Reinenman.

State forest personnel maintain approximately 8 miles of snowmobile trails throughout the winter. The trails are well marked and are groomed weekly. Two canoe routes all trails located around McNaughton Lake in Oneida County and Palisade and Baraboo Lakes in Vilas County are available to the public for canoeing.

For more information regarding the Northern Highland-American Legion State Forest write to the Forest Superintendent, Route 7 Box 4, Boulder Junction Wisconsin 54512 or call 715-384-3900.

Pam says “Come Celebrate”

Tuesday, November 5
Bernard’s - 701 2nd St. N. from 9:00 p.m.
It’s Our Victory Party

Approved & paid for by Anderson for Assembly Committee Lee Gronje, Truman State College Avenue, Stevens Point, Wisconsin

UAB Film

Woodstock
Thurs. Oct. 31
7:30
Fri. Nov. 1
WIDE SCREEN EXTRA SPEAKERS
ADMISSION $1.
shown in the New Program Banquet Room

Many people are saying that a DIAMOND is a fine investment. Watch this ...
Especially if you’re investing in LOVE.
by Tim Sullivan, Mike Haberman and Carnac the Magnificent

All right! What did we ever say against Dan Pastorini, Brain Sipe, Bob Windsor, Jess Phillips and Errol Mann? The efforts of these turkeys, amongst others, undermined a perfect week for the Superpickers. So, instead of a nice 12-0 slate, we're sitting here with egg all over our faces. Even the most devout fan in the country probably couldn't name the last time Houston, New England and New Orleans won on the same Sunday. In all likelihood, never. It better not happen again.

Our record is now a semi-cool 62-23-1 for the year and if this type of play continues we just might jump to the WFL. Another lowlight of last Sunday's frolicking was Leon Crosswhite's disposing of Sullivan in the weekly tossup. Crosswhite wanted to stick around for this week's picks, but had to blow town in a hurry Sunday in order to avoid a subpoena from Motown concerning a paternity suit.

Detroit over New Orleans: The Saints usually beat the Lions on some sort of weird play. For example, Dempsey's 63 yd. field goal. Therefore, we'll stick our necks way out and predict a Detroit upset by ten.

Cincinnati over Baltimore: Bengals by 30 as Booby Clark busts out.

Los Angeles over San Francisco: The most exciting thing about this Monday-nighter should be the halftime highlights of Sunday's games.

LA by 16.

Minnesota over Chicago: Abe Gibron is the only coach in pro football who can't see Booby Clark busts out.

LA by 16.

Michigan over Atlanta: Although a Dolphin win is a certainty, let's hope Atlanta's Humphrey and Zook can make a "Stuckee" out of Henry. Miami by nine.

Oakland over Denver: The Broncos hold hands in their defensive huddle. Maybe Joe Namath isn't the only player in the league who wears Beauty-Mist! Raiders by four.

Pitt over Philly: For the Quaker Bowl. The Steelers should make oatmeal out of the Eagles unless Roman Gabriel brings along Dave Schultz and the other Broad Street Bullies to protect him. Steelers by seven.

NY Jets over Houston: An Oiler coach once told his squad, "When they play the national anthem, I want you standing at attention on your helmets with the sideline tucked under your arm." We rest our case. NY by 90.

Washington over Green Bay: John Hadl's going to become a part of the Washington cover-up, courtesy of Brundage, Biggs, Talbert et al. Skins by six.

Kansas City over NY Giants: This one should have all the suspense of Kate Smith trying to do the limbo. Chiefs by four.

Cleveland over San Diego: If you have trouble falling asleep, tune this one in. Browns by the width of a Sominex tablet.

Buffalo over New England: Battle for first in the AFC East. Carnac thinks it's too close to call, but then he's been marooned in an oasis with six camels for the last week. The Bills on a John Lepold FG.

St. Louis at Dallas: Crosswhite snapped Sullivan's winning streak last week in the weekly tossup. Haberman returns from exile to cast a vote for the Cowboys while Sullivan's sticking with the unbeaten Cards.

NFC: Thursday Nighter.

Washington 9 Eau Claire 6
La Crosse 47 Oshkosh 0
Platteville 21 Stevens Point 17
River Falls 31 Superior 12

BIG TEN

Wisconsin 35 Indiana 25
Ohio State 55 Northwestern 7
Iowa 24 Illinois 17
Michigan 49 Minnesota 0
Michigan State 31 Purdue 7

OTHER

Alabama 41 TCU 3
Auburn 38 Florida State 6
Notre Dame 38 Miami 7
Nebraska 7 Oklahoma State 3
Oklahoma 61 Kansas State 6
Missouri 30 Colorado 24
Tennessee 29 North Carolina State 18
Pitt 13 Navy 11
Tennessee 29 Clemson 28
Maryland 20 North Carolina State 10
Penn State 21 West Virginia 10

USC 31 Oregon State 10
UCLA 28 California 3
Standard 26 Washington State 18

Football scores

Washington 66 Oregon 0
Brigham Young 37 Arizona 13
Arizona State 41 New Mexico 12
Texas 27 Rice 6
Arkansas 43 Colorado State 9
Texas Tech 20 SMU 17
Texas A&M 20 Baylor 0
Yale 27 Cornell 3
Rutgers 20 Force 3
South Dakota 27 Morningside 6
Army 13 Holy Cross 10
Iowa State 22 Kansas 6
Kent State 51 Akron 14
Michigan Tech 76 NW Minnesota 3
Boston 55 Villanova 7
Elon 44 Catawba 7
Georgia 24 Kentucky 20
Georgia Tech 27 Tulane 7
Mississippi State 56 Louisiana State 19
South Carolina 31 North Carolina 23
Tulsa 31 Tampa 21
Virginia 24 Mississippi 14
Houston 27 Cincinnati 6
Wyoming 31 Utah 13

Intamural football playoffs begin

by Rob Schallock

Just as the snow started to fall, the regular intramural football season ended last week.

Because of the colder weather, many teams chose not to complete their schedules. In the games that were played the results are as follows:

Knutzen: First South proved to be too tough for the rest of Knutzen Hall as they qualified for the playoffs by winning their division. Last week South warmed up for the playoffs by shutting out 3W 12-0 with Ed Finger and Tom Zamis scoring touchdowns. In an overtime game, 1E nipped 4W 7 to 6. Tom Jansen scored for 1E and Jim Candes tallied West's touchdown.

Watson: Behind a touchdown by Jeff Paff, 2E beat 2W 6-0. 2N decided that it was too cold for football and didn't show up for its scheduled game against 4E.

Hyer-Dezell: Dezell showed Hyer that it still knows how to play football as both second floor teams were victorious. North got a touchdown by Jim Freck and went on to tip 1W 8-0. South had a harder time but still managed to win 8-6 over 1W Hyer. In that game Robert Minami scored for Dezell and John Giguet got a touchdown for Hyer.

Sims: Randy Smith's two touchdowns crushed 1st North's hopes for a championship as 1S beat 1N 14-8. 3S now won the Sims division. 2S defeated Vanderbilt Karpi, Debels and Thornton beat 2N 18-4.

Pray: Scott Lackas scored to lead 2W over 4W 8-4. In another defensive battle, 1E nipped 2E 6-2. Charles Wodley scored 1E's touchdown.

Hansen: Forfeits again bit into Hansen's schedule. In the only game played, 1W tipped 1E 7-4. NY had an easier time as 3E forfeited the game.

Smith: Russ Bolank and Jim Dorn scored for 1N as it whipped 4N 20-0. 1S got touchdowns from John Bilagney and Craig Rubbing as 1S beat 2S by the same score, 20-0.

Burroughs: Pat Crans, Fritz Dursl and Kurt Swarn all scored for 3S as they manhandled 1N 20-0. 4N got two touchdowns by Randy Carpenter and from Reid Nelson to help them take 1W 18-2. Intramural league champions are reminded that the playoffs will begin next week.
The 1974 Cross Country team includes:
Front row: Donn Behnke, John Fusinatto, Dave Elger and Dennis Zielinski.

The Stevens Point Cross Country team finished third in an 11 team field Saturday at Carthage College. They finished behind Luther College, first, and the Kegonsa Track Club. Luther College, a school who has beaten LaCrosse, had 55 points, the Kegonsa Track Club had 76, and Point Luther College, first, and the Point Kegonsa Track Club had 78. Host school Carthage had 55 points, the Kegonsa Track Club, who has beaten LaCrosse, finishing ninth and tenth.

Top runners for Point were Pat Timm and Rick Zaborske, finishing ninth and tenth, respectively. The remainder of the squad finished as follows: Don Buntman, 16; Dave Elger, 19; Mike Simon, 24; Donn Behnke, 27; Ron Luethe, 31; John Duwell, 39; John Fusinatto, 46 and Stuart Pask, 76.

This Saturday is the WUSC meet. It will be held at the Stevens Point Country Club and starting time is slated for 11 a.m.

In regard to that meet, Coach Amiot said, "LaCrosse looks like the team to beat." To win this meet, we are going to have one runner in the top five, two in the top ten, and our other three people in the top 16 or 17 places, otherwise LaCrosse will beat us. If our fifth runner finishes in the 20's we don't have a "Behnke, Elger and Duwell are the three seniors on our team who I feel will have to have their best career races for us to win," commented Amiot.

"Pat Timm is ready and capable of really making an assault on the top three or four places in our Conference. I feel he's coming around, and Rick Zaborske is right in there, too. Last year as a freshman, Rick had a horrible Conference Meet and then came back the next week and qualified for Nationals," he added.

As for preparing for the meet, Amiot said, "We're going to take it fairly easy this week, to get as fresh as we can, mentally and physically. I still feel we have the talent. We have to put it all together in the right race." "We will have to have a good race from everybody. We're going to have to fight the pain off when it comes. You either fight it back or else you let it take you. So, we are just going to have to fight the pain off and stay with the leaders as long as we can and hope that we finish well. I feel that we'll have a good race. This is the meet we've been looking forward to all season, and if we don't run well it just a matter of 'choking'," said Amiot.

Amiot thinks that the process of getting ready is an individual thing, and added, "The kids will be up for it. This weekend kids are going to do his own thing as far as getting mentally ready. There isn't such a thing as conditioning this time of year-we're in condition now. All we are doing now is working on tempo and our speed."

"I'd like to think we have three races left this year; the Conference, the District and Nationals. Like I told the kids, we will have to run well in these next two races before we can really consider going to Nationals, because we want to go as a team. We don't just want to send one kid," commented Amiot looking ahead.

"Monday we will talk about what the kids have to do, and I won't say anything to them the rest of the week. They're going to be thinking about it themselves. They're fine young men and I couldn't ask for a better group of athletes as far as dedication is concerned," said Amiot.

Jeff Gosa breaks record

Jeff Gosa broke a UWSP football record Saturday for pass receptions in one season.

The former Waukesha Catholic Memorial High School standout overcame the record 54 catches in one season set by Bill Hamilton in 1972, also from Memorial High School.

Gosa has 55 catches in eight games this season. The 6-foot-1, 185 pound flanker caught eight passes for 149 yards and two touchdowns Saturday in Stevens Point's 21-17 loss to UW Flatteville.

Gosa also holds the Pointer record for passes caught in one game (12) and touchdown passes caught in one game (4) and yards gained receiving in one game (191).

Hamilton graduated from Stevens Point in 1972, leaving five records, four of which Gosa has since broken, and if Gosa maintains his current average of 78 yards receiving per game, he will break Hamilton's other mark of 754 yards gained receiving in one season.

Women break LaCrosse win streak

The UWSP Women's Field Hockey team defeated UW LaCrosse 2-1 on Saturday in LaCrosse. It was the first victory over a LaCrosse field hockey team in four years.

Marcy Mirman, a senior from Stevens Point, scored the first goal with only 30 seconds remaining in the first half. Don Buntman, a sophomore from Antigo, added the second goal early in the second half on a shot from the edge of the striking circle.

LaCrosse scored with about ten minutes remaining in the game.

In a second contest on Saturday, UWSP defeated the Minnesota Club team 3-1. Scoring for UWSP were Marcia Engbrechtson (2) and Jean Lodzinski.

The Pointers will travel to Bemidji, Minnesota, on Friday to play in the North Central Sectional Tournament to be held in Minneapolis Nov. 16 and 17. "It would be wonderful if all eleven Point players were named to the all star team. We have a season record of 14-2-1, and it would be a shame to break up our winning combination," commented Nancy Pagel, second year coach of the team.

Team members making the trip to Bemidji are: Barb Deichl, Kris Labutke, Engbrechtson, Simon, Sheila Stedler, Becky Schatzka, Mirman, Carol Hill, Bev Breitenfeld, Mary Timm, Sue Resend, Lodzinski, Karen Snyder, Mary Elliott and Sande Cournoyer.

The Stevens Point Cross Country team finished third in an 11 team field Saturday at Carthage College. They finished behind Luther College, first, and the Kegonsa Track Club. Luther College, a school who has beaten LaCrosse, had 55 points, the Kegonsa Track Club had 76, and Point Luther College, first, and the Point Kegonsa Track Club had 78. Host school Carthage had 55 points, the Kegonsa Track Club, who has beaten LaCrosse, finishing ninth and tenth, respectively. The remainder of the squad finished as follows: Don Buntman, 16; Dave Elger, 19; Mike Simon, 24; Donn Behnke, 27; Ron Luethe, 31; John Duwell, 39; John Fusinatto, 46 and Stuart Pask, 76.

This Saturday is the WUSC meet. It will be held at the Stevens Point Country Club and starting time is slated for 11 a.m.

In regard to that meet, Coach Amiot said, "LaCrosse looks like the team to beat." To win this meet, we are going to have one runner in the top five, two in the top ten, and our other three people in the top 16 or 17 places, otherwise LaCrosse will beat us. If our fifth runner finishes in the 20's we don't have a "Behnke, Elger and Duwell are the three seniors on our team who I feel will have to have their best career races for us to win," commented Amiot.

"Pat Timm is ready and capable of really making an assault on the top three or four places in our Conference. I feel he's coming around, and Rick Zaborske is right in there, too. Last year as a freshman, Rick had a horrible Conference Meet and then came back the next week and qualified for Nationals," he added.

As for preparing for the meet, Amiot said, "We're going to take it fairly easy this week, to get as fresh as we can, mentally and physically. I still feel we have the talent. We have to put it all together in the right race." "We will have to have a good race from everybody. We're going to have to fight the pain off when it comes. You either fight it back or else you let it take you. So, we are just going to have to fight the pain off and stay with the leaders as long as we can and hope that we finish well. I feel that we'll have a good race. This is the meet we've been looking forward to all season, and if we don't run well it just a matter of 'choking'," said Amiot.

Amiot thinks that the process of getting ready is an individual thing, and added, "The kids will be up for it. This weekend kids are going to do his own thing as far as getting mentally ready. There isn't such a thing as conditioning this time of year-we're in condition now. All we are doing now is working on tempo and our speed."

"I'd like to think we have three races left this year; the Conference, the District and Nationals. Like I told the kids, we will have to run well in these next two races before we can really consider going to Nationals, because we want to go as a team. We don't just want to send one kid," commented Amiot looking ahead.

"Monday we will talk about what the kids have to do, and I won't say anything to them the rest of the week. They're going to be thinking about it themselves. They're fine young men and I couldn't ask for a better group of athletes as far as dedication is concerned," said Amiot.

Jeff Gosa broke a UWSP football record Saturday for pass receptions in one season.

The former Waukesha Catholic Memorial High School standout overcame the record 54 catches in one season set by Bill Hamilton in 1972, also from Memorial High School.

Gosa has 55 catches in eight games this season. The 6-foot-1, 185 pound flanker caught eight passes for 149 yards and two touchdowns Saturday in Stevens Point's 21-17 loss to UW Flatteville.

Gosa also holds the Pointer record for passes caught in one game (12) and touchdown passes caught in one game (4) and yards gained receiving in one game (191).

Hamilton graduated from Stevens Point in 1972, leaving five records, four of which Gosa has since broken, and if Gosa maintains his current average of 78 yards receiving per game, he will break Hamilton's other mark of 754 yards gained receiving in one season.

Women break LaCrosse win streak

The UWSP Women's Field Hockey team defeated UW LaCrosse 2-1 on Saturday in LaCrosse. It was the first victory over a LaCrosse field hockey team in four years.

Marcy Mirman, a senior from Stevens Point, scored the first goal with only 30 seconds remaining in the first half. Don Buntman, a sophomore from Antigo, added the second goal early in the second half on a shot from the edge of the striking circle.

LaCrosse scored with about ten minutes remaining in the game.

In a second contest on Saturday, UWSP defeated the Minnesota Club team 3-1. Scoring for UWSP were Marcia Engbrechtson (2) and Jean Lodzinski.

The Pointers will travel to Bemidji, Minnesota, on Friday to play in the North Central Sectional Tournament to be held in Minneapolis Nov. 16 and 17. "It would be wonderful if all eleven Point players were named to the all star team. We have a season record of 14-2-1, and it would be a shame to break up our winning combination," commented Nancy Pagel, second year coach of the team.

Team members making the trip to Bemidji are: Barb Deichl, Kris Labutke, Engbrechtson, Simon, Sheila Stedler, Becky Schatzka, Mirman, Carol Hill, Bev Breitenfeld, Mary Timm, Sue Resend, Lodzinski, Karen Snyder, Mary Elliott and Sande Cournoyer.
Nine seniors finish at home

by Steve Schultz

Nine seniors played their last football game at Goerke Park Saturday.

They are Harry Finley, back, from Harrisburg, Pennsylvania; John Nevins, tackle from Blanchardville; Dave Brewer, defensive end from Port Washington; Pat Sexton, defensive end from New London; Jerry Raeder, fullback from Sheboygan; Dennis Eskritt, end from Wisconsin Rapids; Gary Starzinski, defensive halfback from Marathon; John Miech, center from Muskego and Bill Wright, defensive end from Thornton, Ill.

During their first two years they saw Point's football team fall on pretty hard times.

Their freshman year (1971) saw the Pointers 'win' only one game. Actually Whitewater beat them, 54-0, but later forfeited because of an eligibility violation.

In 1972, they saw the Pointers start out the season with an eight game losing streak. This also was Monte Charles' first year as coach. He took over at mid-season, and the Pointers won their last two games.

Last year with Charles' first full year as coach, the Pointers improved their record to a 4-4 mark.

This year, the Pointers are 3-5 with two games remaining on the schedule. If they win the last two games it would give Stevens Point football team a .500 mark for the first time since 1967, when the Pointers were 6-2-1.

Women oust UW-M

The Stevens Point Women's Volleyball team brought their over all record to 5 wins, 6 losses by defeating UW-M in a best to two game match.

This was the first match won at home and in the first two games with a score 15-8, 15-7. It took place Friday Oct. 25.

The women were impressive on both offense and defense. Employing a new offense for the first time the team moved exceptionally well and took excellent advantage of the setting skills of "Freckles" Schmelzer.

Serving honors in the first game went to Laurie "Ace" Drewsen and Mona "Space" Vold with five points each.

Serving points in the second game were balanced among all players.

Team play has been showing steady improvement due to the assistance of Pete Quilling and Mark Imhoff of the Men's Volleyball Club.

The UWSP (light tops) soccer team threatens UW Madison (dark tops). The score was tied. Photo by Roger W. Barr

by Randy A. Pekala

The UWSP freshmen football team ended the 1974 season with a 13-13 tie against UW Oshkosh last Monday to remain undefeated in four games this year.

The 2-0-2 slate posted by this year's team marks the best finish of any Pointer freshmen team since 1966 according to head Coach Peter Kasson.

The first year team began simply by drawing 3-3 with a rough Whitewater team before they rallied the next week to bury Lakeland 40-6 and demolish St. Norbert 76-0 in the third game of the season.

After the team finished with their second tie of the year Coach Kasson said, "Of course you'd like to be 4-0 at the end of the season. But let's be realistic, the team is still undefeated. We had our chance to beat Whitewater but had to settle for a tie. I can't even remember the freshmen beating Whitewater. However, it's still satisfying to know that the Oshkosh coaches believed this was their best team ever and we tied them."

"Lakeland had a lot of new people in there and we had a game worth of experience over them," Kasson explained in reference to the mid-season romps. "When St. Norbert lost to us it was their first game of the year," he added.

"The team consisted strictly of freshmen and it is our primary goal to serve the varsity," Kasson said. "We pattern ourselves after the varsity but we ran more this year because of the fine caliber of talent some of our players exhibited.

"Under the direction of offensive coordinator Ben Breese, the Pointer attack was lead by quarterback Dick Parsons. Parsons was a high school recruit from Elgin, Illinois and got good relief help from second-stringers Jeff Pechura of Kenosha, Tremper and Rick Peot of Green Bay Premontr.

Talent was also exhibited in the backfield where Wayne Chojnacki lead the team in rushing. Teaming up with Chojnacki were standouts Steve Perkins and Greg Roden both from Green Bay and Dale Fleury of Sun Prairie.

The freshmen defense proved phenomenal this season giving up only 16 points in the four contests. The defense was under direction of line Coach Jim Clark and Pat Robbins who handled the defensive backfield.

Coach Kasson commended linebackers Jim Relich and Marty Biebel for their efforts along with middle-guard Dennis Harkness of Canton, Ohio. Defensive end Lee Herlache and offensive tackle Mike Hairy were also singled-out by coaches for their outstanding play.

"This year's team displayed great unity in winning. The morale was high all season and they were very fine kids; it was a pleasure for us coaches to work with them," Kasson added.

by Randy A. Pekala

The UWSP freshmen football team ended the 1974 season with a 13-13 tie against UW Oshkosh last Monday to remain undefeated in four games this year.
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After the team finished with their second tie of the year Coach Kasson said, "Of course you'd like to be 4-0 at the end of the season. But let's be realistic, the team is still undefeated. We had our chance to beat Whitewater but had to settle for a tie. I can't even remember the freshmen beating Whitewater. However, it's still satisfying to know that the Oshkosh coaches believed this was their best team ever and we tied them."

"Lakeland had a lot of new people in there and we had a game worth of experience over them," Kasson explained in reference to the mid-season romps. "When St. Norbert lost to us it was their first game of the year," he added.

"The team consisted strictly of freshmen and it is our primary goal to serve the varsity," Kasson said. "We pattern ourselves after the
Aided by a ‘roughing the kicker’ penalty on fourth and seven, the Pioneers scored first, on a 14 yard run by Paul Hintgen with 8:57 left in the first quarter. The point after was good and gave the Pioneers a 7-0 lead.

After this TD, both team’s defensive units applied pressure and punt after punt ensued.

The Pointers broke from this trend and went on a 16 play, six minute scoring drive in the second quarter.

Reed Giordana’s passing was the key and he hit Doug Krueger for three passes covering 23, 22 and 11 yards. When the drive bogged down because of a penalty and two quarterback sacks, the Pointers were forced to try a field goal. Bob Hoffman’s kick from 46 yards out was perfect and gave the Pointers a first and 10.

Next, the Pointers fumbled, Platteville recovered and this is where the score stayed.

With just eight seconds gone in the fourth quarter, the Pointers intercepted and a TD gave the Pointers 17 points to 21 for the season.

Next week the Pointers travel to Eau Claire and this is a must win, if the Pointers have any hopes of having a .500 mark for the season. They are 3-5, with two games remaining.
Church schedules

Lutheran Student Community: Peace Campus Center, Corner of Maria Drive and Vincent Street, Service with Eucharist: Saturday, 6 p.m. Sunday, 10:30 a.m. (Please note this is a.m.)

First Baptist (American) Church: 1948 Church St., Sunday services at 10:45 a.m. and 7 p.m.

Peace United Church of Christ: 1748 Dixon St., Sunday service, 10 a.m.

St. Paul's United Methodist Church: 608 Willsire Blvd. Sunday service 10 a.m.

Frame Presbyterian Church: 1300 Main Street, services at 9:15 and 11 a.m.

Elementary Education majors have an opportunity to take some of their professional education courses in a public school setting prior to their full enrollment in the Pre-Student Teaching Center.

Students who participate in the Center Program enroll for a semester in a block of designated courses.

Students who may be interested and wish further information should contact the Center Program Coordinator, Betty Allar, room 408, College of PProfessional Studies (COPS), Ext. 3328, or the School of Education Office, room 464, COPS, Ext. 2040.

All graduates are urged to take advantage of the following interviews by contacting the Placement Center, 106 Main Building at their earliest convenience. Literature concerning the companies listed below is available in our Placement library and should be read in preparation for your interview.

The MST Exam in Elementary Education will be given at 9 a.m. to 1 p.m., Saturday, Nov. 9, 1974, in room 318 of the College of Professional Studies (COPS) building. Anyone wishing to sign up for the exam, please call 346-4448.

Friday, Nov. 8 is the last day to pay for lost texts at a 20 percent discount.

Student Government announced that hearings on a request of 112 students to move out of residence halls in Madison on Nov. 15 and 16. Anyone wishing to testify at the hearings should contact the Student Government Office at 346-3238.

The UCM Pre-Marriage Seminar will be held at 8:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. Nov. 9, 1974 at the Peace Campus Center, Maria Drive and Vincent Street.

Registration is required. Call 346-4448.

All Saint's Day Celebration will be at 8 p.m., November 1, 1974 at the Peace Campus Center-Lutheran, Corner of Maria Drive and Vincent Street.

All Saint's Day Celebration with special thanksgiving for the ministry of John H. Tietjen, former president of Concordia Seminar fired on A quatic Biologist."

The Stevent Point Area Food Coop is throwing its first annual "Halloween Benefit Boogie" at Bernards (old 97) Club (tonight) Oct. 31.

Live music by Emcee Escher, music and beer at a great price. Admission will be charged, everyone is invited.

UWSP receives extra revenue by Bassey Umem

Elvin Sigmund, assistant to the chancellor for Planning and Analysis said that as a result of enrollment increase, additional revenue has been credited to UWSP.

At the Planning, Programming, and Analysis Committee (PP- BAC), which met Tuesday, Sophomore Jay Blankenship has been designated "Resident of the Week" at UWSP.

During the regular School year, the Residence Hall Council (RHC) recognizes each person each week who lives on campus and has a record of academic excellence, leadership and achievement at the university. Each winner is given a moment of the institution. The student, major in management, is a member of the University Activities Board (UAB), president of the Ski Club and an active member of the Wildlife Society.
Affairs of the area

by Joan Shafer and Sharon Hoie

Finally, after semesters of petitions, pleas and demands, hard liquor has been allowed into the sanctity of the dorms. While some have argued that it would decrease the academic atmosphere, others verbalized the feeling that there would be no difference.

In order to get a general feel for the impression that the admittance of hard liquor has had, we interviewed people from Thomson, Watson, Burroughs and Smith Halls.

When asked if there has been a difference in drinking habits, a resident assistant from Smith Hall replied that there are more kids running around drinking, but it's mostly restricted to the weekends. According to her, more people are involved in drinking. She further stated that it's good in that it brings people together, but some girls get unbelievably drunk.

When asked if she felt this would also happen in a bar, she replied that some of the girls wouldn't normally go out. Finally she stated that while the admittance of hard liquor has lessened the bridge between herself and her wing, it has made it slightly harder to enforce other rules.

Two sophomores interviewed from Burroughs felt there had been little or no effect. One thought that it would go over bigger than it was. He felt that perhaps money has restricted people to drinking beer. However, he noted that freshmen seem to be drinking more hard liquor than upperclassmen.

One resident assistant (RA) from Watson felt that there has been an increase in the amount of hard liquor consumed, but that the resulting state of mind is the same. She felt that there has been an increase in communication between her and the wing.

A freshman from Smith Hall said that he believed most people drink more beer then hard liquor but that he feels good about the option.

The major consensus of the people we talked to felt that the addition of liquor had not affected the atmosphere of the dorms in a major way. Small trends seem to arise in the interviews.

More freshmen were drinking and more frequently than before. People who wouldn't normally go out were becoming involved in drinking; and although it did lessen the gap between the RA and the wing, it did make it harder to enforce other rulings.

These all seem to relate in ways to the social aspect of alcohol and its usage. A person wouldn't normally sit and drink alone, but would search out others to drink with.

This can create a lot of pressure and may result in people drinking who wouldn't normally indulge. This can and does happen on wings.

It is not meant to suggest that we agree with the new alcohol policy in the halls only that we feel there are possible problems and implications that may arise.

We feel that it is important to remember the influence that you may have on the others around you, and the influence that they have on you.

The presence of friends seems to be an integral part of the drinking milieu for most people. Indeed, it has been theorized that the term 'social drinker' implies that the drinking practices of the normal drinkers are determined by the situations in which they find themselves. Social drinkers, alcohol consumption is regarded as a property of social contexts rather then the property of individuals. From an article, Alcohol and Health, New Knowledge from the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare (1974)

To the editor,

I was shocked and broken-hearted by Perdue's article last week that Dennis Jensen may discontinue the cartoon, 'Student Norm.' It had special significance for me.

A few years ago, even before seeing the cartoon, I was a dispicable character. I drank heavily, looked at girls for their bodies only and didn't give a shit about our society.

But then 'Student Norm' came along and put order into my life. I cut out all of the strips one by one and pasted them on my little bulletin board. As I studied them, profound changes came over my life.

I had acute cravings for Funny Face (esp. Goofy Grape). One whole afternoon I talked to a girl about drain pipes. I even changed a redneck's views on socialism. Finally my life had meaning.

But last week's Pointer tore me apart. I've already searched through other newspapers and magazines to find a cartoon to model my life by but without success.

There is little hope for me and other borderline derelicts like me. So for my sake, Jensen, carry on. If not, who cares?

Deterioratingly yours,

Neil Dreifers
To the editor,
We would like to thank J.D. Cutting for his wonderful offering of Oct. 22, evening meal. If he ever tries that poor excuse for a meal again, he'd better watch out for the tires on his Cadillac.

Let us remind the readers what that meal consisted of; "Calif Burger, Foot Longs, Fish on Bun, FF." (Not only do we receive this coded message everyday, but from 8:30 in the morning until suppertime we are wondering what the hell "humbo humbo" is and whether or not it's safe to eat.)

Personally our "FF" were cold. We don't know if anybody else experienced cold "FF" but it was odd because they were fresh—the cook brought them out while we were standing there.

We realize that it is difficult to serve food to such a large crowd, but Saga is in the business! They could at least work on perfecting hot food, whether it tastes good or not is obviously trivial.

Quite sincerely,
Two of your regular patrons:
Sally Dusir
Deborah Sturdevant

We realize that it is difficult to serve food to such a large crowd, but Saga donates the cost of preparing that meal to the Christmas Telethon. Previous Starve Nights have met with some success and it is hoped that this year's effort will be the most successful one yet.

By giving up one meal from Saga, you are not only doing yourself a favor, but someone else as well.

Don Weeden

Record Sale

Over 1500 albums
We have 1500 albums going on sale!

Friday Nov. 1, 1974
1.95
University Store
University Center

Open letter.
In conjunction with SAGA Foods, WWSP FM 90 is once again sponsoring Starve Night at DeBot and Allen Food Centers. Sign-up for Starve Night is still taking place at the dining room entrances of both centers. The actual Starve Night will occur on Thursday, Nov. 7—the evening meal.

The purpose of Starve Night is to raise money for the annual WWSP Christmas Telethon. The telethon is sponsored by WWSP campus radio and is broadcast via Cable TV, channel 6.

The money raised by Starve night goes to various charitable organizations chosen to receive the proceeds from the telethon. The idea behind Starve night is that you give up one meal and Saga donates the cost of preparing that meal to the Christmas Telethon. Previous Starve Nights have met with some success and it is hoped that this year's effort will be the most successful one yet.

By giving up one meal from Saga, you are not only doing yourself a favor, but someone else as well.

Don Weeden

by Bob Kerksieck

Considering the responsibility of Student Government in light of the new merger bill, any constitutional change regarding the legislative bodies must be carefully worked out.

Legislative bodies have dual responsibilities. They must enact legislation while representing their constituencies.

Changing the present system in the assembly so as to represent colleges instead of organizations could prove disastrous.

Other universities which have tried that system have found that it does not work. On the other hand, our present system has catapulted our Student Government into a position of state-wide leadership.

To enact legislation people are needed to do the work. Operating under the same guidelines as the senate, relative to committee work and attendance, the assembly this year has been at least as responsible a body as the senate.

The senate and the assembly must, out of necessity, represent as much of the student body as is possible and at the same time have a large enough working body to do the committee work.

The assembly easily exercises its responsibility to the student body as it is now. A change to elect an additional 20 members at large from the senatorial districts would incorporate the best of both proposals.

Efforts to increase the representation of Student Government are noteworthy. However, any plan to either completely change the assembly from what it is now or to incorporate it into the senate can only be termed a blatant power by those senators who would support such a move.
These targets were established in the past on a rather casual basis and for quite other purposes. The UW Central Administration strongly urged last spring that these targets should be revised, and this revision is at last in process at Point.

All the money not used for teaching salaries is then allotted by the Point administration for other purposes including their own salaries. No target levels of achievement exist for administrators. They are in practice rated almost exclusively by each other. The current administration includes persons who do not and could not meet any reasonable targets for the jobs they fill. The administration also includes positions for which the university has no use, whether the occupant is competent or not.

Two more points briefly: It should be added that the state has a contract obligation to tenured faculty. Second, the state and the administration of UWSP have a moral-academic obligation to you students to use our funds to pay teaching faculty, not for frills like the red carpet in the Fine Arts Center or more administrative posts.

Sincerely
Charles H. Ramsey
Asst. Prof. of History

A warm 'fall' day makes our Stevens Point campus, temporarily, a university without walls. Photo by Roger W. Barr.
Alpha Phi Omega celebrates anniversary
Lamda Sigma chapter of Alpha Phi Omega (APO), National Service Fraternity, celebrated its twentieth anniversary, Homecoming weekend.

During the week’s activities, APO members were referees for the coed football games. An Alumni Bull Session, Beer and Brat supper was held at Bukolt Park Friday night.

At the Oct. 22 meeting of the spring 1974-75 semester abroad to England group, the accompanying faculty members for the group were announced.

They are Roger L. Wood, from the Education Department and William P. Kelley, Communications Department.

A part of Wood’s family will also be going on the semester abroad. His wife, Delores, will be serving as an assistant counselor, their seventeen year old son, Ricki, will be going as a college freshman and Jennifer, their five-year-old daughter, will complete the family group.

The group is tentatively scheduled to leave in early January for its semester abroad in London, England.

Women’s swimming does exist
Open letter.
For many people, the UWSP women’s swim team may be non-existent. But they have been around and are here now.
Ever since Aug. 26, they have been practicing, and they’ve been competing since Sept. 28, when they opened their season with a 93-24 defeat of River Falls.
In their first home meet of the season, they were narrowly defeated by one of the better teams in the conference, as Eau Claire won, 43-59. Since then, they have been beaten by Madison and taken second place in a triangular.
This week is their last week of dual competition. Tuesday, Oct. 29, there was a meet at Oshkosh. They end the season this weekend with two home meets.
At 6:30 p.m., Nov. 1, they are hosting Stout, here at the university pool. Then at 1 p.m., Saturday, November 2, there is another meet here with UW Parkside. The following weekend, Nov. 8 and 9, is the state meet at Stout.
This weekend will be your last chance to see the women’s swim team of 1974. There are two meets this weekend, so come to either or both, but not neither.
Karen Slattery
321 Hoach

Carnac responds
Effendi,
Never in my many travels to the West have my mystical and omniscient powers been so dishonored. I, of course, am speaking of the scripture penned by the skeptics Esche (aka Jackson) and Preston on the October 24.
Today, from Casablanca to Kabul and Cairo to Karachi, this venomous attack is known as “Esche’s Anti-Arabian Epistle.”
My response to these pagans, who surely must be from Tel Aviv is this:

As-salaam ‘alaikum! Carnac, The Magnificent

To the infidel Esche: May a holy water buffalo leave a sacred relic on your Sealy Posture-Pedic!
To the heretic Preston: May your only sister be befriended by the entire crew of the USS Enterprise just back from a year at sea!
In conclusion, a solemn warning. Should this sacrilege continue, wait and see what my friends in the East do to the gas prices in Portage County!!

Oops...
Correction: The name of Glen Pelo, the writer of the letter “Viewpoint adds to educational decay”, was deleted in last week’s issue.
Correction: In the October 24 issue of the Pointer, it was erroneously reported in the story of Homecoming festivities that Sigma Pi Epsilon fraternity took second place in the games. Rather, it was Sigma Pi that took second place in the Homecoming games.

Correction: The caption for the above cartoon was erroneously deleted in last week’s issue. The caption is "UWSP Sentry carries its 'Parking Lot Philosophy' to its ultimate and logical end."
The Student Norm

by Taurus S.

Locum

by 'PUS'

Stevens Pond

by Capt. TEE VEE
**OCTOBER - NOVEMBER 1974**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUNDAY</th>
<th>MONDAY</th>
<th>TUESDAY</th>
<th>WEDNESDAY</th>
<th>THURSDAY</th>
<th>FRIDAY</th>
<th>SATURDAY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DIAL EVENT - Information on &quot;what is happening on campus&quot; can be obtained by dialing Ext. 3000. All student organizations are welcome to have their co-curricular events recorded on this tape at no cost if the information is submitted to the Student Activities Office at least 1 day prior to the event.</td>
<td>CALENDAR UPDATE - A follow-up of the calendar events with additions, changes, and cancellations will be published weekly. Please submit any additional programs or changes which you may have to the Student Activities Office 2 weeks prior to the event if you wish to have them included in the calendar update.</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4 LKA Coffeehouse, Gerry Lentsch Quarters, 9-11 a.m. (UC-UC)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Ann &amp; Lecture Concert Theatre, Recreation Hall &amp; Lecture Ensemble, 3 p.m. (UC)</td>
<td>Amateur Radio Theory &amp; Code Class, 7:30 p.m. (UC)</td>
<td>4 LKA Coffeehouse, Gerry Lentsch Quarters, 9-11 p.m. (UC-UC)</td>
<td>Amateur Radio Theory &amp; Code Class, 7:30 p.m. (UC-UC)</td>
<td>Union-Student Activities Office (UC) - (UC-UC)</td>
<td>Union-Student Activities Office (UC) - (UC-UC)</td>
<td>Union-Student Activities Office (UC) - (UC-UC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 LKA Coffeehouse, Gerry Lentsch Quarters, 9-11 a.m. (UC-UC)</td>
<td>Amateur Radio Theory &amp; Code Class, 7:30 p.m. (UC)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6 University of Chicago University Union Building, 7-8 p.m. (UC)</td>
<td>Union-Student Activities Office (UC) - (UC-UC)</td>
<td>Union-Student Activities Office (UC) - (UC-UC)</td>
<td>Union-Student Activities Office (UC) - (UC-UC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 LKA Coffeehouse, 8 p.m. - 11 p.m. (UC-UC)</td>
<td>Amateur Radio Theory &amp; Code Class, 7:30 p.m. (UC-UC)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HKA Coffeehouse, Chuck Mitchell, 9-11 p.m. (UC-UC)</td>
<td>Union-Student Activities Office (UC) - (UC-UC)</td>
<td>Union-Student Activities Office (UC) - (UC-UC)</td>
<td>Union-Student Activities Office (UC) - (UC-UC)</td>
<td>Union-Student Activities Office (UC) - (UC-UC)</td>
<td>Union-Student Activities Office (UC) - (UC-UC)</td>
<td>Union-Student Activities Office (UC) - (UC-UC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 31, 1974</td>
<td>Love is the magician, the enhancer... With it, earth is heaven and we are gods. G. R. Ingersoll.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Thoughts of Need*

A person lives many times but he always needs. You can escape the web of life by looking the other way, but it will snare you eventually.

*The desire to be loved and needed pulls you away from what you have toward endless day and night!*

To need yourself is first, to have others comes naturally in an organized pattern. No beginning, no end.

Look around and a person will be waiting, but will that person be enough for the needs of the world?

*Take a walk on a sidewalk where there are leaves and trees. Be careful not to step on a crack!*

The drive that comes from within makes you a different person unless you have the alternatives to expectation. But is that an escape or conclusion?

Look inside yourself and see what you are before it is pulled away from you into eternity.

*Anonymous*